Decorative Options
Colors and Finishes
White

TruFit Windows are available in white or beige interior colors. For the appealing look of natural wood,
choose optional light oak, dark oak, foxwood or cherry woodgrain finishes. A white woodgrain interior
is also offered with a beige exterior only. Standard exterior colors are white and beige. An optional
American Brown exterior is available with a white or beige interior finish.

American Brown / White
Beige

American Brown / Beige

Beige / White Woodgrain

Interior Grids
Classic grids are available in complementary white or beige, with Colonial, Diamond, Prairie and Double
Prairie patterns. Contoured Colonial grids feature a modeled “cut wood” look and are available in
complementary colors and in matching woodgrains. We also offer narrow Colonial grids with a bright-brass
finish. All grids are enclosed within the insulated glass unit for easy cleaning.
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V-Grooved Cut Glass

TruFit Windows are also available in a variety of cut and polished V-grooved glass patterns.

Colonial
Foxwood

Diamond

Prairie

Double Prairie StarCrest

StarCrest II

StarCrest III

Authentic Beveled-Leaded Glass
All leaded glass is hand-crafted using hand-cut glass, crystal bevel clusters, and hand-soldered
camings. Available in four attractive glass styles to suit your architectural décor. Select a caming metal
to match your taste – brass, pewter or lead.
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Go Green . . .

Without Going Broke

Using advanced design and superior materials, TruFit
Windows produce outstanding energy savings and
trouble-free operation.
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1. Vinyl frames and sashes will never chip, peel, crack or
warp. Made with premium raw materials, the vinyl color
is formulated throughout so the beautiful luster lasts.
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2. Multi-chambered sash and mainframe create insulating
air spaces for thermal efficiency.
3. Quad 4 weatherstripping at the header adds greater
protection from the elements.
4. Insulated glass unit featuring triple-paned glass with
optimal air space improves year-round performance.
5. PPG Intercept ® Warm-Edge Spacer System maximizes
thermal efficiency and the life of the insulated glass unit.
6. Interlock at sash meeting rail creates a super-tight seal
against air infiltration, providing security, comfort and
well-being.

Windows should be your way to view the outside world in complete
comfort no matter what the conditions are outside. Windows should let
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7. Steel reinforcement adds strength at the meeting rail.

light shine in your home without fading and damaging your valuable

8. Drop-in glazing provides energy efficiency as well as
interior aesthetic appeal.

fabrics and furniture. If you find yourself closing your drapes and blinds

9. Compression bulb seal at the sill creates an all-season
weather barrier sealing tightly against dust, dirt and
air infiltration.

on a beautiful sunny day only because your air conditioner can't keep
up, Call Us Now. If you avoid sitting in your favorite chair on a snowy day
because it's too close to that drafty picture window, Call Us Now.
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10. Sloped sill forces water to drain to the exterior of the window.
11. Hidden screen track for clean lines and added beauty.

If you are one of the millions of people who are concerned about our

12. Foam-filled sash and mainframe for optimal insulation
efficiency.

environment and the rising cost of energy, replacing your old windows
with TruFit Windows will give you a great feeling knowing you are
Saving Money and Helping the Environment. You can be sure you've
made a smart purchase when you see the superior quality of your
window including a Lifetime Limited Transferable Warranty.

{
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I had been checking around for some much needed replacement windows when
I saw your ad for $188.00 windows installed with Low-E and argon gas included! I
thought there had to be a catch to it. Needless to say I had 13 installed AND WE
LOVE THEM! So "GO GREEN" with TruFit, and save a lot of GREEN for your family.
– David LaFollette

}
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A Green Choice

for the Environment!

It is no secret that

the energy crisis in America has affected all. With energy costs hitting

must-have lists. Not surprisingly, window replacement continues to

Did You Know?

forefront of our daily headlines. Green cars, energy-efficient

rank high in the Cost vs. Value survey, both in terms of value at

Tru Fit Vinyl Window and Patio Doors…

appliances, electric cars and wind powered plants are just a few of

sale and cost recovered. According to the Efficient Windows

the new technologies at the receiving end of billions of dollars

Collaborative, the heating bill for a 2,000 square-foot home with

• Are so durable that the vast majority of vinyl
windows installed over the past 25 years are
still in use. At the end of their long, useful
life – like all vinyl – they can be recycled.*

Windows are still high on a number of homeowners’ must-do/

record highs across the nation, a “Green Movement” is at the

high-performance, energy-efficient windows is 39% lower than a

of research and development. Although the outcome, timeline and

comparable home with single-pane, aluminum windows.†

availability of these new earth-friendly advancements are not
predictable, we do have things we can do today. The TruFit Window

Enjoy Greater Comfort, Lower Energy Bills.

Collection provides you with a total solution to your every day

No matter where you live, it costs money to stay comfortable. In
the summer, you pay to keep heat out of your home; in the winter,
you pay to keep it in. That’s when ordinary windows become a
costly problem. They do little to stop the gain – or loss – of heat.
That’s why Tru Fit Windows are such a great investment. They
incorporate more than a dozen advanced design features that
effectively block the flow of heat, saving you money
and keeping you comfortable, season after season.

energy needs. From monthly heating and cooling expenses to
labor intensive maintenance, TruFit Windows is your total energy
solution provider.

{

Good looking windows that improved the appearance of our house.
Workmen were prompt, professional, punctual and finished the job at the
price quoted that was hundreds of dollars less than all the other estimates
we received.
– John and Ann Blevins

}

• Reduce electricity usage. A study
conducted by Franklin Associates found
that using vinyl over alternative framing
options saves the U.S. nearly two trillion BTUs
of energy per year – enough to meet the
yearly electrical needs of 20,000 singlefamily homes.
• Vinyl can be reprocessed and recycled
repeatedly. Scrap is routinely recycled
into other vinyl products. In fact, 99% of
the vinyl used by processors goes into a
finished product.*
• More than eight million pounds of window
profile waste is diverted from landfills
annually thanks to successful buy-back
programs initiated by window manufacturers.*
*A Clear View – Vinyl Windows and the Environment. American
Architectural Manufacturers Associated (AAMA) & The Vinyl Institute (VI) March 2007. †Information courtesy of Hanley-Wood Remodeling.

TruFit Window Collection

Open your home

to the beauty of

Wider Perspectives.
Choose from the clean lines
offered by a Casement or
Awning window. Dramatically
change the environment
of an entire room with the

Double-Hung Windows are the perfect windows for

Designed with smooth sitelines and ease of

traditional beauty and exceptional performance.

operation, Sliding Windows offer a functional

The tilt-for-cleaning benefit makes them a favorite

style without sacrificing the aesthetic appeal.

Garden window. If ease of

• Exceptional strength and rigidity are created with
state-of-the-art fusion-welded sash and mainframe.

operation and cleaning are

among homeowners.
• Exceptional strength and rigidity are created with
state-of-the-art fusion-welded sash and mainframe.
• Incredible welding strength is obtained from our
multi-wall extrusions.
• Increased insulation, comfort and security are
added benefits of the interlock at the sash
meeting rail.
• Sloped sill for timeless beauty and prevention of
water accumulation.
• Energy efficiency as well as interior aesthetic
appeal is achieved with streamlined drop-in glazing.
• Stainless steel constant force balance system for
smooth and effortless operation of sashes.
• Contemporary design of the window includes
a hidden screen track for clean lines and
added beauty.

• Multi-wall extrusions provide incredible
welding strength.
• Contemporary design of the window includes
a hidden screen track for clean lines and
added beauty.
• Infiltration of outside elements is blocked by
multi-layered weatherstripping.

addition of a Bay, Bow or

a must, the Swing & Clean
sliding window may be for
you. Or, literally open up your
home to the great outdoors
by choosing a Sliding Patio

• Nylon-encased dual brass roller system for easy,
dependable operation.

Door. In considering your

• Theft deterrent locks for added sense of security.

own personal taste, we’ve
got you covered whether it’s
window style, or decorative
enhancement.

